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Louisiana's Hot Tamale Mama

Story By Meghan Holmes - Photography by Rusty Costanza
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She's the Hot Tamale Mama, dubbed so for her gourmet take-home dinner business.

And as the Hot Tamale Mama, Pam Warner takes her culinary direction from the cultures settling around the 

Lower Mississippi River and Lake Pontchartrain.

Her hot tamale creation, as with others who share the tamale business, is an arduous process – assembling, 

tying and stacking each tamale (Delta tamales keep the –e ending even when singular, as opposed to the Spanish 

tamal) individually before cooking. Tamale restaurants opened by families from Greenville, Mississippi, to 

Helena, Arkansas, added to an already rich culinary tradition throughout the Delta.

These traditions became part of south Louisiana’s culinary story, too.

“I call them memory meals. Things like tamales, chicken pot pies, cheese grits. We would pick up tamales as a 

family to take home and eat, and pot pies remind me of family reunions in Mississippi,” Warner says. “My cheese 

grits recipe is an old New Orleans recipe from an early 1970s River Road cookbook. I actually had to lighten it up 

because it had so much cheese, butter and cream but that’s New Orleans.”
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Warner also adds eggs to her grits, and after being baked, the coarsely ground cornmeal rises and becomes part 

of a soufflé-like dish that belies the image of grits spreading towards the edge of a breakfast plate. They make a 

perfect complement to her tamales, absorbing the flavorful red sauce dripping from each corn husk. Warner 

serves a beef tamale she considers part of the Delta style but with her own preference for quality cuts of meat 

and fresh ingredients.

“My beef tamales are made with pure ground chuck, spices, fresh onions, a handful of whole oats and a handful 

of cracked brown rice. There’s no lard in my tamales. I roll them in raw cornmeal. I know other people who put 

oats in tamales but I’m only one I know who uses cracked brown rice, which gives them a nutty taste and adds 

fiber. All of my vegetarian tamales have a legume,” she says.

Other varieties include turkey, black bean and corn, beet and portabella, lentil and sweet pepper and artichoke 

and roasted garlic. Warner’s tamales rotate seasonally with Tim Roper at Stoney Point Farm supplying most of 

her vegetables along with the organic pastured eggs she also sells in her Folsom storefront.

Warner’s business began in her home kitchen. “I grew up an only child. My mother worked, and my father 

usually prepared dinner. We ate together every night, and after I got married I also had dinner on the table 

nightly. I just assumed that’s how everybody did it.”

“After my divorce I decided to start my own business, and I gained a whole new perspective on what it meant to 

be able to cook for your family. I get it when parents come in and show me their gratitude because I know how it 

feels to be able to do that for my kids. I don’t care if it’s your husband, your children, or your dog I want them to 

enjoy my meals.”

Emily Baker removes a pan of freshly steamed tamales from the heat; besides tamales, Pam Warner also offers yellow split pea 

soup, pot pies, roasted vegetable soup and black bean salsa.
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Seven years ago Warner began selling her tamales at Northshore farmer’s markets. A staple at Covington’s 

Saturday market, her longtime employees Vincent Piazza and Mauricio Moreira run the booth and offer samples 

of Warner’s roasted vegetable orzo and Vincent’s Skordalia - a puree of garlic and olive oil that makes a great dip 

for pita chip or raw vegetables. Warner’s version – called Gar’Live, contains much more garlic and works best as a 

cooking base. Both are delicious.

Nur Pendaz of Nur’s Kitchen purveys Old World Mediterranean cuisine at the market. “She and her family really 

got me started in business. She gave me advice and gave me access to their kitchen. I learned about different 

equipment and how to make good food. I’m about to go into their kitchen and I will be able to make 30 pounds 

of Gar’Live rather than three quarts with the mixer that I make it with now,” Warner says.

Market vendor Tiffany Lockhart of Farmhouse Dairy sells goat cheese and sings the praises of Warner’s cooking. 

“The Hot Tamale Mama. You can tell her food is gourmet. I love everything of hers that I’ve ever tried,” she says.

About 12 miles outside of Covington, Warner makes all of her tamales and take home dinners. She plans on 

changing the name of the business to Tessier Gourmet – a reference to her maiden name that serves as a way to 

better represent her expanding food options as well as her culinary heritage.

“The Tessiers came from France in the 1700's and settled in New Orleans. Years later, Charles Tessier moved to 

Baton Rouge and served as the first judge of East Baton Rouge Parish. My family descended from this line of the 

family in Baton Rouge,” she says. Warner’s repertoire represents this past as well as many other cuisines in the 

area. She regularly serves a chicken and Andouille gumbo with a scoop of potato salad, which many attribute to 

German influences on south Louisiana’s foodways.
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Warner hopes to expand and move her tamales and dinners to retail partners, providing healthy, locally-made 

options to more people. “Right now we’re selling things as fast as we can make them,” she says. “ I’m looking at a 

piece of equipment to increase how many tamales we can make, because I’m not letting tamales go, and we just 

can’t keep up hand cranking them using sausage stuffers.

Warner's food connects her to a long history of culinary passion and innovation in south Louisiana and helps 

keep those traditions alive. Each batch of tamales holds pieces of different cultures, in some ways inevitably 

brought together over time but also deliberately cultivated in an effort to create new and delicious food.

Did you know?Did you know?Did you know?Did you know?

Tamales actually date back to pre-Aztec cultures, commonly used as battle food that traveled well and sustained 

long journeys. As Latin American immigrants replaced pockets of migrant black labor following the first Great 

Migration, tamales moved upriver through southern Louisiana and into the Mississippi Delta.

Laborers working alongside Mexican immigrants in the early 20th century integrated African culinary traditions 

into established tamale recipes. Those recipes vary wildly, though it is generally agreed that Delta cooks use 

grittier cornmeal, considerably more spice and serve their tamales wet with sauce after simmering rather than 

steaming in the Latin style. Hot Delta tamales are usually larger and sometimes wrapped in paper rather than 

cornmeal.
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